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Abstract: Component-based design aims at building new software systems from pre-
existing components. However in current component platforms, reuse of a component is
completed from its signature. Thus nothing can be inferred about the interaction between
the reused component and its environment and behavioral mismatch may occur.
To express component reuse at a behavioral level, we introduce modal automata and
acceptance automata as intuitive formalisms for behavioral interface description. From
the expressiveness point of view, these formalisms allow to state some forms of liveness
properties.
We argue that reusing a component C1, the behavior of which is described by the specifi-
cation S1, in order to realize a global system specified by S amounts to exhibiting a residual
specification S/S1 so that any model C2 of S/S1 when composed with C1 constitutes a
composite system satisfying S.
We define a quotient operation for modal automata and acceptance automata of poly-
nomial complexity (quadratic in the size of the specifications).
Key-words: Component-based design, Behavioral interface, Adaptor synthesis, Modal
and acceptance automata, Residual of specifications
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Re´sidu de spe´cifications de composants
Re´sume´ : Le de´veloppement logiciel base´ composants vise a` construire des logiciels a`
partir de composants pre´existants. Cependant dans les plateformes oriente´es composants
actuelles, un composant est re´utilise´ a` partir des informations comprises dans sa signature.
Ainsi, aucune de´duction ne peut eˆtre faite sur la fac¸on dont le composant re´utilise´ et son
environnement interagissent et leurs comportements peuvent, en particulier, eˆtre incompat-
ibles.
Pour exprimer la re´utilisabilite´ d’un composant a` un niveau comportemental, nous
pre´sentons les automates modaux et les automates a` ensembles d’acceptation comme des for-
malismes intuitifs pour d’e´crire l’interface d’un composant. D’un point de vue expressivite´,
ces formalismes permettent de formuler des proprie´te´s de vivacite´.
Nous re´duisons la re´utilisation d’un composant C1 dont le comportement est de´crit graˆce
a` la spe´cification S1 afin de re´aliser un syste`me global spe´cifie´ par S, au calcul la spe´cification
re´siduelle S/S1 dont chaque mode`le C2 compose´ avec C1 constitue un syste`me satisfaisant
S. Nous de´finissons une ope´ration de quotient pour les automates modaux et les automates
a` ensembles d’acceptation dont la complexite´ est polynomiale (quadratique en la taille des
spe´cifications).
Mots cle´s : De´veloppement logiciel base´ composants, Interface comportementale, Synthe`se
d’adaptateurs, Automate modal, Automate a` ensembles d’acceptation, Re´sidu de spe´cifications
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1 Introduction
In current component platforms, a component is equipped with an interface which lists the
signature of the services that the entity offers. This light description is sufficient to enable
component reuse. However, it provides no guarantee that the reused component will interact
suitably with its environment and critical behavioral mismatch such as deadlock may occur.
In this paper, we investigate the extension of component interfaces to behavioral descrip-
tions in order to express component reuse at a behavioral level rather than at a signature
level. More precisely, we study the two following issues:
• (Q1) adaptability: can a component C1, the behavior of which is described in its inter-
face by the specification S1, be used to build a system satisfying a global specification
S ?
• (Q2) adaptor synthesis: when a component C1 is adaptable into a specification S,
synthesize an adaptor C2 such that the composition of C1 and C2 satisfies S.
These problems can be seen as kinds of supervisor synthesis with the main difference
that the reused component (corresponding to the plant in control theory) is a black-box.
Indeed, a component must be reusable from the description of its behavior in its interface
and not from its implementation which is unknown as it may have been developed by a third
party.
Behavioral reuse of components can also be related to some works in top-down design.
In [MvB83], top-down design was introduced as solving the equation S1 × X ' S with
S1 called the context, S a global specification and ' a trace equivalence relation. So-
lutions for this problem were proposed for various models of specification: finite automata
[MvB83, EFYBvB06], finite state machine [YVB+01] (with inclusion of traces as equivalence
relation), CCS or CSP processes [Par87, LX90] (with bisimulation as equivalence relation) or
input/output automata [KNM97]. These models of specification are limited in expressivity
as they are restricted to safety properties. In this paper, we improve expressivity of these
previous approaches by using modal automata and acceptance automata to deal with forms
of liveness properties.
Modal automata are standard finite automata with modalities ”may” or ”must” on
transitions. They were originally used in [Lar89] to study the refinement of actions; here,
they are introduced as an intuitive automata-based specification formalism. Contrary to
standard automata, modal automata can express reactivity property like ”any stimulus a
(if any) is followed by a reaction b”.
We also introduced acceptance automata as a specification formalism (they were orig-
inally studied in [Hen85] to model nondeterministic machines). Acceptance automata are
standard finite automata each state of which is associated with a set of so called ”accep-
tance sets”. This set records the various situations, due to non determinism, that may be
associated with a given state. Any such situation is given by the set of actions the system
is ready to engage with (an acceptance set). This specification formalism subsumes modal
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automata. They can express progressive property like ”any stimulus a is followed by at least
a or b as reaction”.
Model automata and acceptance automata both specify sets of standard automata. We
define a quotient operation for modal automata and acceptance automata such that:
• Solution for (Q1) is reduced to satisfiability of the residual specification S/S1;
• Every model C2 of the specification S/S1 is a suitable adaptor for (Q2).
As the reused component is a black-box, the composition of C1 and C2 must realize S
whatever the implementation C1 of S1 could be. Thus, the characteristic property of our
quotient operation is the following:
C2 |= S/S1 ⇔ ∀C1.[C1 |= S1 ⇒ C1 ⊗ C2 |= S].
Quotient of mu-calculus formulas was investigated in [AVW03]. Mu-calculus is quite
expressive but the complexity of the proposed quotient operation is double exponential in
the size of the tree automata equivalent to the quotiented formulas. In contrast, our solutions
using modal automata or acceptance automata as specifications are polynomial.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces modal automata as a specification
formalism. The quotient of modal automata is proposed in section 3. Then section 4
is devoted to the quotient of acceptance automata. A comparison with related works of
[PdAHSV02] and a hint for some line of future work conclude the paper.
2 Modal automata as specifications
In this section, we introduce modal automata as a formalism to specify sets of standard
finite automata.
2.1 Modal automata, modal trees and their models
Modal automata, originally introduced by Larsen [Lar89], can be seen as automata with a
modality on each labeled transition: we distinguish actions that necessarily occur (must-
modality) and actions that possibly occur (may-modality). Moreover, the absence of a
transition labeled by an action a from a state q tells that this action is forbidden in this
state. Because of the may modality, this model is well suited to represent partially specified
systems. More formally:
Definition 1
A modal automaton S over an alphabet Σ is a tuple (Q, q0, ∆, may, must) where Q is a non-
empty and finite set of states and q0 ∈ Q is the initial state. The function ∆ : Q×Σ → Q is
a partial function describing a deterministic transition system. The functions may, must :
Q → P(Σ) are partial functions that type actions:
Irisa
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• a ∈ may(q) means that a is allowed in q;
• a ∈ must(q) means that a is required in q;
• a /∈ may(q) (also denoted a ∈ ¬may(q)) means that a is forbidden in q.
A model of a modal specification S is a deterministic automaton C = (R, r0, δ) with R
a non-empty finite set of states, r0 ∈ R the initial state, δ : R × Σ → R a partial function
of transition. We let out(r) be the set of actions a such that δ(r, a) is defined. We extend
this notation to traces (sequences of actions) u ∈ Σ∗: out(u) indicates the possible actions
in the state reached from the initial state after reading the word u.
The definition of the validation relation is the following:
Definition 2
The automaton C is a model of the modal automaton S, noted C |= S, if there exists a
relation ∼⊆ R×Q such that:
• r0 ∼ q0
• ∀(r, q) such that r ∼ q : must(q) ⊆ out(r) ⊆ may(q) and furthermore, ∀a ∈
out(r), δ(r, a) ∼ ∆(q, a).
Thus, every trace u of a model C of S is also a trace of S and if r and q are respectively
the states reached after the word u in C and S from their initial state, then: must(q) ⊆
out(r) ⊆ may(q) which means that in state r one can perform all required actions and
none of the forbidden actions of a related state q of the specification. By determinacy,
the simulation relation ∼ is unique when it exists. Note that this definition implies that
must(q) ⊆ may(q) which means that the actions required in every state q of the specification
must also be allowed in this state. When this condition is does not hold, state q is said to
be incoherent (see paragraph 2.3).
Definition 3
A modal tree T ∈ MT (Σ) is a triplet T = 〈L, must, may〉 where L ∈ TD(Σ) is a tree domain
that is a non empty prefix-closed language on Σ and may, must : L → P(Σ).
A modal tree can be seen as an (unfolded) modal automaton with Q = L, q0 = ε and
∆(u, a) = ua. Modal trees are ordered by the following relation:
T1 ≤ T2 iff L(T1) ⊆ L(T2) and ∀u ∈ L(T1),
{
may(T1)(u) ⊆ may(T2)(u)
must(T1)(u) ⊇ must(T2)(u)
Any tree domain L can be viewed as an (unfolded) automaton, and also as a modal tree
where may(u) = must(u) = out(u) = {a ∈ Σ | u · a ∈ L} for all word u ∈ L. Hence L |= T
if and only if L ≤ T . The specialization preorder is given by inclusion of the corresponding
sets of models:
T1 v T2 iff ∀L ∈ TD(Σ) L |= T1 ⇒ L |= T2
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Thus, this preorder relation contains the order relation: ≤⊆v. Finally we let ≡ denote the
induced equivalence relation on modal trees:
T1 ≡ T2 iff ∀L ∈ TD(Σ) L |= T1 ⇔ L |= T2
The logical fragment equivalent to modal automata has been identified in [FP06]. It is
a fragment of the mu-calculus called the conjunctive nu-calculus as it includes conjunctions
and greatest fix-points along with diamond and box modalities. It is strictly less expressive
than mu-calculus as neither disjunction nor eventualities can be stated.
2.2 The lattice of modal trees
The set of modal trees MT equipped with the partial order ≤ is a complete distributive
lattice (hence a bounded lattice) where the meet T1∧T2 is the modal tree over L(T1)∩L(T2)
with:
∀u ∈ L(T1) ∩ L(T2),
{
may(T1 ∧ T2)(u) = may(T1)(u) ∩ may(T2)(u)
must(T1 ∧ T2)(u) = must(T1)(u) ∪ must(T2)(u)
and the join T1 ∨ T2 is the modal tree over L(T1) ∪ L(T2) with:
∀u ∈ L(T1) ∪ L(T2),
{
may(T1 ∨ T2)(u) = may(T1)(u) ∪ may(T2)(u)
must(T1 ∨ T2)(u) = must(T1)(u) ∩ must(T2)(u)
if we assume that each map must, may : Σ∗ → ℘(Σ) is extended to the whole of Σ∗ by
letting may(u) = ∅ and must(u) = Σ when u /∈ L. With this convention the least element
is given by L⊥ = ε and must⊥(ε) = Σ and may⊥(ε) = ∅ and the greatest element is given
by L> = Σ
∗ and must>(u) = ∅ and may>(u) = Σ for all u ∈ Σ∗.
2.3 Reduction of inconsistency
As previously noticed, inconsistency may arise in some state. More precisely, a modal tree
is said to be reduced if for all u ∈ L one has must(u) ⊆ may(u) and u · a ∈ L if and only
if u ∈ L and a ∈ may(u). A node that does not satisfy one of the above properties is said
to be incoherent. Thus a modal tree is reduced when it contains no incoherent node. The
meet operation may introduce incoherent nodes but a join of a non empty family of reduced
modal trees is always reduced. This allows us to establish the following:
Proposition 1
Either a modal tree T has no model or there exists a largest reduced modal tree ρ(T ) smaller
than T , and ρ(T ) has the same models as T : T ≡ ρ(T ).
Proof First we notice that a language L ∈ TD(Σ) viewed as a modal tree is reduced by
definition: must(u) = may(u) and the second condition is satisfied since this set out(u)
contains exactly those letters a ∈ Σ such that u ·a ∈ L and out(u) = may(u). Thus if we let
ρ(T ) = ∨{T ′ | T ′ is reduced and T ′ ≤ T }
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the corresponding set contains all models of T and L |= T ⇒ L ≤ ρ(T ) which shows that
T v ρ(T ). For the converse direction, either this set is empty, which is the case when and
only when T has no models (and then ρ(T ) is the minimal element ⊥) or the corresponding
join is the largest reduced modal tree smaller than T . Moreover ρ(T ) ≤ T and thus ρ(T ) v T ,
and T and ρ(T ) have the same models: T ≡ ρ(T ). ♦
The proof of the above proposition shows that any property of modal trees preserved
by non-empty joins and satisfied on the sublattice of TD(Σ) of models, provides a coherent
notion of reduction: we don’t lose any model by reduction. The following result shows that
the chosen notion of reduction is indeed the largest one.
Proposition 2
A modal tree T is reduced if and only if
T =
∨
{L | L |= T }
Proof The condition is clearly necessary since
{L ∈ TD(Σ) | L |= T } ⊆ {T ′ | T ′ is reduced and T ′ ≤ T }
And thus : T =
∨
{L ∈ TD(Σ) | L |= T } ≤ ρ(T ) ≤ T .
For the converse direction we can prove simultaneously by co-induction on the structure
of a reduced modal tree T = 〈L, must, may〉 that
1. the set [(T )] = {L ∈ TD(Σ) | L |= T } of models of T is given by
[(T )] =
{
{ε} ∪
⋃
a∈X
a · L′
∣∣ must(ε) ⊆ X ⊆ may(ε) and L′ ∈ [(a−1T )]
}
where a−1T =
〈
a−1L, a−1must, a−1may
〉
is the subtree of T rooted at the a-successor
of the root of T :
a−1L = {u ∈ Σ∗ | a · u ∈ L}(
a−1must
)
(u) = must(a · u)(
a−1may
)
(u) = may(a · u)
2. the set [(T )] is not empty;
3. L =
⋃
[(T )];
4. may(u) =
⋃
out(L)(u) and must(u) =
⋂
out(L)(u) with L ∈ [(T )] and such that u ∈ L.
From the last two items it follows that T =
∨
{L ∈ TD(Σ) | L |= T }. ♦
If T is regular, i.e. is the unfolding of a finite modal automaton S, then if it is non empty
ρ(T ) is the unfolding of an automaton obtained by iteration of the following operations:
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1. we remove all states q such that must(q) 6⊆ may(q) and consequently all transitions
q′
a
→ q leading to that state;
2. we remove from the set may(q) all letter a for which there is no a-labeled transition
stemming from q (i.e. a 6∈ out(q));
3. for every state q and letter a ∈ out(q) \ (must(q) ∪may(q)) we remove the a-labeled
transition stemming from q;
4. we remove all states which are no longer accessible from the initial state.
Proposition 3
T1 v T2 if and only if ρ(T1) ≤ ρ(T2)
Proof (⇒) T1 v T2 i.e. ∀L : L |= T1 ⇒ L |= T2 implies that:
|=T1⊆ |=T2 where |=Ti= {L | L |= Ti }
and thus ρ(T1) =
∨
|=T1≤
∨
|=T2= ρ(T2).
(⇐) Let L1 ∈ TD(Σ) such that L1 |= T1. As ρ(T1) ≡ T1, L1 |= ρ(T1).
Thus, as ρ(T1) ≤ ρ(T2), we have L1 |= ρ(T2) and L1 |= T2. ♦
Thus, for reduced modal trees, the order relation and the inclusion of sets of models
coincide.
Now we consider the problem of reuse of a component at a behavioral level and solve it
when component specifications are modal automata.
3 Quotient of modal automata for behavioral reuse of
components
In the sequel, a component is a pair (C,S) such that C |= S with C called the implementation
and S the specification of the component. Reusing a component (C1,S1) to realize a global
system specified by S amounts to exhibit a residual specification S/S1 so that any component
(C2,S/S1) is such that the composition of C1 with C2 satisfies S. In component-based design,
components are regarded as black-box. As a result, the implementation C1 of the component
to be reused is unknown and its composition with the possible components (C2,S/S1) must
realize S whatever the implementation C1 of S1 could be. Thus the characteristic property
of the residual operation is the following:
Proposition 4
C2 |= S/S1 iff ∀C1.[C1 |= S1 ⇒ C1 ⊗ C2 |= S].
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We first establish proposition 4 for modal trees to make the technical parts easier to
follow. Then we prove the result for regular modal trees (i.e. unfolding of finite modal au-
tomata). The product of implementations we consider here corresponds to the synchronous
product of automata that is C1 ⊗ C2 = (R1 × R2, (r01 , r
0
2), δ) with δ((r1, r2), a) = (r
′
1, r
′
2) if
and only if δ1(r1, a) = r
′
1 and δ2(r2, a) = r
′
2.
3.1 Quotient of modal trees
First we generalize the synchronous product to modal trees:
Definition 4
The synchronous product of T1 and T2 is the modal tree T1 ⊗ T2 over L(T1) ∩ L(T2) with:
∀u ∈ L(T1) ∩ L(T2),
{
must(T1 ⊗ T2)(u) = must(T1)(u) ∩ must(T2)(u)
may(T1 ⊗ T2)(u) = may(T1)(u) ∩ may(T2)(u)
Notice that:
i This operator is monotonic over the order relation ≤:
T1 ≤ T2 ⇒ (T ⊗ T1 ≤ T ⊗ T2 and T1 ⊗ T ≤ T2 ⊗ T )
ii T1 ⊗ T2 is reduced if T1 and T2 are reduced.
iii If L1, L2 ∈ TD(Σ) are viewed as modal trees then L1 ⊗ L2 = L1 ∩ L2.
At the level of tree domains, we start from the observation that, for any prefix-closed
languages L, M , and N : L ∩M ⊆ N ⇔ L ⊆↓ (N ∪ ¬M) where ¬M = Σ∗ \M is the set
theoretic complement and where:
↓ X = {u ∈ Σ∗ | ∀v v  u ⇒ v ∈ X }
with  as the prefix order relation (v  u iff ∃w u = v · w), denote the prefix interior of
a set X ; it is an interior operation giving the greatest prefix-closed subset of the given set,
when such a subset exists and the empty set otherwise.
This remark is used to define the support of the modal tree T/T1 that is the prefix-closed
language L(T/T1). Now in order to define the typing functions may(T/T1) and must(T/T1),
we proceed by case inspection. In the following definition, we give for each possible case, an
intuitive interpretation of the resulting modality assuming that L1 |= T1 and we intend to
have L2 |= T/T1 and L1 ⊗ L2 |= T :
Definition 5
The quotient of the reduced modal trees T and T1 is the modal tree T/T1 over ↓ (L(T ) ∪ ¬L(T1))
with:
• for all u ∈ L(T/T1) ∩ L(T1) = L(T ) ∩ L(T1):
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– if a ∈ must(T )(u) ∩must(T1)(u):
then a is required in the global specification T that is u.a must belong to L1⊗L2 =
L1 ∩ L2. As a is guaranteed in T1, u.a ∈ L1 for all L1 |= T1 with u ∈ L1; thus
u.a must belong to L2 to always have u.a ∈ L1 ⊗ L2: a ∈ must(T/T1)(u).
– if a ∈ must(T )(u) ∩ ¬must(T1)(u):
then a is required in the global specification T but as a /∈ must(T1)(u), there are
some L1 |= T1 such that u.a /∈ L1; hence, for all L2, L1 ⊗ L2 2 T . As a result,
the node u is incoherent in T/T1. As u.a ∈ L(T/T1), we let a ∈ ¬may(T/T1)(u)
to model this inconsistency.
– if a ∈ may(T )(u):
then a is allowed in the global specification T and u.a may belong to L1 ⊗ L2.
Thus, whether or not u.a belongs to L1 |= T1, u.a can belong to L2 without
violating the specification T . Hence: a ∈ may(T/T1)(u).
– if a ∈ ¬may(T )(u) ∩ ¬may(T1)(u):
then a is forbidden in the global specification T and in T1 thus, whether or
not u.a ∈ L2, we have u.a /∈ L1 ⊗ L2 which is conform to T . Hence: a ∈
may(T/T1)(u).
– if a ∈ ¬may(T )(u) ∩may(T1)(u):
then a is forbidden in the global specification T . As there are some L1 |= T1
with u.a ∈ L1, we forbid a in T/T1: a ∈ ¬may(T/T1)(u). As a result, when
L2 |= T/T1, u.a /∈ L1 ⊗ L2 which is conform to T .
• if u ∈ (L(T/T1) \ L(T1)): as u /∈ L1 and as L1 is prefix-closed, sequences of actions
w = u.v may belong to L2, they won’t belong to L1 ⊗ L2. As a result, T/T1 is
relaxed after the trace u by taking must(T/T1)(u) = ∅ (nothing is required) and
may(T/T1)(u) = Σ (every action is allowed).
We establish that the adjoint operation of this quotient operation is the synchronous
product of definition 4. We first prove this two lemmas:
Lemma 1
If T1 ≤ T2 then ρ(T1) ≤ ρ(T2).
Proof By Prop. 3 and since ≤⊆v ♦
Lemma 2
If T is reduced then T ≤ T ′ if and only if T ≤ ρ(T ′).
Proof If T ≤ T ′ then, by lemma 1, ρ(T ) ≤ ρ(T ′). As T is a reduced modal tree, ρ(T ) = T
and T ≤ ρ(T ′).
Conversely ρ(T ′) ≤ T ′ together with T ≤ ρ(T ′) entail T ≤ T ′. ♦
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Proposition 5
If T , T1 and T2 are reduced then: T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T iff T2 ≤ T/T1.
Proof First we prove that T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T ⇒ T2 ≤ T/T1. For prefix closed languages
L(T ), L(T1), L(T2), one has:
L(T1) ∩ L(T2) ⊆ L(T ) ⇒ L(T2) ⊆↓ (L(T ) ∪ ¬L(T1))
We let u ∈ L(T2), we first have to prove that may(T2)(u) ⊆ may(T/T1)(u).
• If u ∈ L(T/T1) ∩ L(T1) and a ∈ may(T2)(u), two cases can occur:
– a ∈ may(T1)(u): as u ∈ L(T1)∩L(T2) and T1⊗T2 ≤ T then we have may(T1)(u)∩
may(T2)(u) ⊆ may(T )(u) that is a ∈ may(T )(u). Then by quotient definition,
a ∈ may(T/T1)(u).
– a ∈ ¬may(T1)(u): as u ∈ L(T1) ∩ L(T2) and T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T then we have
must(T1)(u) ∩ must(T2)(u) ⊇ must(T )(u) and thus a /∈ must(T )(u). Then
a ∈ may(T )(u) \must(T )(u) or a ∈ ¬may(T )(u) and by quotient definition, we
have a ∈ may(T/T1)(u).
• If u ∈ L(T/T1) \ L(T1) and a ∈ may2(u), may(T/T1)(u) = Σ hence we have a ∈
may(T/T1)(u).
We let u ∈ L(T2), we then prove that must(T2)(u) ⊇ must(T/T1)(u):
• If u ∈ L(T/T1)∩L(T1) and a ∈ must(T/T1)(u), by quotient definition a ∈ must(T )(u)
and a ∈ must(T1)(u). Furthermore, as u ∈ L(T1) ∩ L(T2) and T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T ,
must(T1)(u) ∩must(T2)(u) ⊇ must(T )(u) then a ∈ must(T2)(u).
• If u ∈ L(T/T1) \ L(T1) then must(T2)(u) ⊇ must(T/T1)(u) trivially holds since
must(T/T1)(u) = ∅.
Secondly we prove that T2 ≤ T/T1 ⇒ T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T . We have for prefix closed languages:
L(T2) ⊆ L(T/T1) ⇒ L(T1) ∩ L(T2) ⊆ L(T ).
We let u ∈ L(T1)∩L(T2), we have to prove that may(T1)(u)∩may(T2)(u) ⊆ may(T )(u)
and must(T1)(u) ∩must(T2)(u) ⊇ must(T )(u).
Note that, as u ∈ L(T2) then u ∈ L(T/T1) and u ∈ L(T/T1) ∩ L(T1).
As T2 ≤ T/T1 and T2 is reduced, we have according to lemma 2: T2 ≤ ρ(T/T1). Thus u is
a trace of ρ(T/T1) and the state reached in T/T1 from the initial state after u is coherent.
Let a ∈ may(T1)(u) ∩ may(T2)(u), as T2 ≤ T/T1 and a ∈ may(T2)(u), we have a ∈
may(T/T1)(u). Then, by the definition of the quotient, a ∈ may(T )(u).
Now if a ∈ must(T )(u), as there is no inconsistency in T/T1 after u, a ∈ must(T1)(u)
and a ∈ must(T/T1)(u). Then, as must(T2)(u) ⊇ must(T/T1)(u), a ∈ must(T1)(u) ∩
must(T2)(u). ♦
Next to prove proposition 4 for modal trees, we prove the following lemma:
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Lemma 3
∨{L⊗ L′ | L |= T } = ∨{L | L |= T } ⊗ L′
Proof As the join of tree domains is the union of languages, we have:
∨{L⊗ L′ | L |= T } =
⋃
i(L
i ∩ L′) with Li |= T
= (
⋃
i L
i) ∩ L′
= ∨{L | L |= T } ⊗ L′
♦
Proposition 6
If T and T1 are reduced then:
L2 |= T/T1 iff ∀L1.[L1 |= T1 ⇒ L1 ⊗ L2 |= T ]
Proof (⇒) According to prop. 5, if L2 |= T/T1 then L2 ⊗ T1 ≤ T .
Moreover as L1 |= T1 then L1 ⊗ L2 ≤ T1 ⊗ L2. As a result, L1 ⊗ L2 ≤ T that is
L1 ⊗ L2 |= T .
(⇐) If for all L1 such that L1 |= T1 we have L1 ⊗ L2 |= T then:
∨{L1 ⊗ L2 | L1 |= T1 } ≤ T
Thus, by lemma 3, ∨{L1 | L1 |= T1 } ⊗ L2 ≤ T i.e. T1 ⊗ L2 ≤ T . According to prop. 5,
L2 ≤ T/T1 hence L2 |= T/T1. ♦
To generalize this result for modal trees to modal automata, we prove that some kind of
regularity is preserved when quotienting two regular modal trees:
3.2 Quotient of regular modal trees
Definition 6
A modal tree is said to be regular if L(T ) is regular and if for all sets X ⊆ Σ, the lan-
guages LmustX (T ) = {u ∈ L(T ) | must(u) = X } and L
may
X (T ) = {u ∈ L(T ) | may(u) = X }
are regular sets.
Proposition 7
If T and T1 are regular modal trees then T/T1 is also a regular modal tree.
Proof According to the definition of the quotient, LmustX (T/T1) and L
may
X (T/T1) are regular
as they are built from the regular languages LmustX (T1), L
may
X (T1), L
must
X (T ) and L
may
X (T )
using intersection, union and complement operations.
For instance, for all X 6= ∅:
LmustX (T/T1) = {u ∈ L(T/T1) ∩ L(T1) | must(T )(u) = X and
must(T1)(u) = X}
= LmustX (T ) ∩ L
must
X (T/T1)
♦
Thus, from definition 5 we deduce the definition of the quotient of modal automata:
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Definition 7
The modal automaton S/S1 where S = (Q, q
0, ∆, must, may) and S1 = (Q1, q
0
1 , ∆1, must1, may1)
are reduced modal automata defined over Σ, is the modal automaton ((Q ×Q1) ∪ {>,⊥},
(q0, q01), ∆/, must/, may/) with:
• for the state >, must/(>) = ∅, may/(>) = Σ and ∆/(>, a) = >, ∀a ∈ Σ
• for the state ⊥, must/(⊥) = Σ and may/(⊥) = ∅
• and for each pair (q, q1):
– if a ∈ must(q) ∩ must1(q1) then a ∈ must/((q, q1)) and ∆/((q, q1), a) = (q
′, q′1)
with q′ = ∆(q, a) and q′1 = ∆1(q1, a)
– if a ∈ must(q) ∩ ¬must1(q1) then a ∈ ¬may/((q, q1)) and ∆/((q, q1), a) = ⊥
(hence (q, q1) will be removed when reducting S/S1)
– if a ∈ may(q) ∩must1(q1) or a ∈ may(q) ∩may1(q1) then a ∈ may/((q, q1)) and
∆/((q, q1), a) = (q
′, q′1) with q
′ = ∆(q, a) and q′1 = ∆1(q1, a)
– if a ∈ may(q) ∩ ¬may1(q1) or a ∈ ¬may(q) ∩ ¬may1(q1) then a ∈ may/((q, q1))
and ∆/((q, q1), a) = >
– if a ∈ ¬may(q)∩must(q1) and a ∈ ¬may(q)∩may1(q1) then a ∈ ¬may/((q, q1))
The size of the modal automaton S/S1 is in O(|S| × |S1|).
As previously pointed out, the disjunction is not included in the logical fragment equiv-
alent to modal automata. Therefore particular liveness properties can’t be stated in this
framework. For instance, let us consider the situation where every send message (action
msg) should be acknowledged either positively (ack) or negatively (nack). This can’t be
specified with a modal automaton: ack and nack can’t belong to must(q) because this would
request that every message is acknowledged both positively and negatively; ack and nack
can’t also belong to may(q) because the automaton that acknowledges no message would be
a model of the specification.
A state q in the modal automaton specifies any situation where the system is ready
to engage in a set of actions X , if and only when must(q) ⊆ X ⊆ may(q). This set of
”acceptance” sets is thus given by:
Acc(q) = {X ∈ ℘(Σ) st. must(q) ⊆ X ⊆ may(q)}
By definition this set is closed under union, intersection and convexity (that is if X, Y ∈
Acc(q) and X ⊆ Z ⊆ Y then X ∪ Y , X ∩ Y and Z ∈ Acc(q)) and may and must modalities
may be recovered as may(q) =
⋃
X∈Acc(q) X and must(q) =
⋂
X∈Acc(q) X . Notice that
this correspondence between may and must modalities and acceptance sets is a biunivoque
correspondence but for incoherent state (must(q) 6⊆ may(q)) that are associated with an
empty acceptance set (Acc(q) = ∅) and then ”normalized” as may(q) = ∅ and must(q) = Σ.
Thus, for example if may(q) = {ack, nack} and must(q) = ∅, we obtain Acc(q) =
{∅, {ack}, {nack}, {ack, nack}}. If we want to specify that at least ack or nack occur, the
specified set of acceptance sets should be {{ack}, {nack}, {ack,
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nack}} which is no longer closed by intersection. According to this example, closure by
intersection should be relaxed to deal with such ”progressive” properties. Trees labeled by
acceptance sets closed by union and convexity have been studied in [Hen85]. In the next
section, we propose a quotient operation for acceptance automata with no closure constraint
over the set of acceptance sets.
4 Improving expressivity with acceptance automata
Definition 8
An acceptance automaton S over an alphabet Σ is a tuple (Q, q0,
∆, Acc) where Q is a non-empty and finite set of states and q0 ∈ Q is the initial state. The
function ∆ : Q × Σ → Q is a partial function describing a deterministic transition system
and Acc : Q → ℘(℘(Σ)) is a map associating each state q to its set of acceptance sets.
The definition of the validation relation is the following:
Definition 9
An automaton C is a model of an acceptance automaton S if there exists a relation ∼⊆ R×Q
such that:
• r0 ∼ q0
• ∀(r, q) such that r ∼ q : out(r) ∈ Acc(q) and ∀a ∈ out(r), δ(r, a) ∼ ∆(q, a).
Thus, when r ∼ q the set of actions that can be performed in r corresponds to one
acceptance set of q.
As for modal automata, we first define the quotient operation for acceptance trees. We
generalize the framework for modal trees to acceptance trees:
4.1 The framework of acceptance trees
Definition 10
An acceptance tree T ∈ AT (Σ) is a pair T = 〈L, Acc〉 where L ∈ TD(Σ) is a tree domain
and Acc : L → ℘(℘(Σ)) is a map associating each node u ∈ L to its set of acceptance sets.
The order relation on acceptance trees is given by both corresponding languages and set
of acceptance sets:
T1 ≤ T2 iff L(T1) ⊆ L(T2) and ∀u ∈ L(T1), Acc(T1)(u) ⊆ Acc(T2)(u)
It is a complete lattice where meets are given by intersection of both languages and set
of acceptance sets, and joins are given by union of languages and set of acceptance sets if
we assume that each map Acc : Σ∗ → ℘(℘(Σ)) is extended to the whole of Σ∗ by letting
Acc(u) = ∅ when u /∈ L, or with our definition: Acc(u) =
⋃
u∈Li
Acci(u). The least element
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is given by L⊥ = ε and Acc(ε) = ∅. The greatest element is given by L> = Σ∗ and
Acc>(u) = ℘(Σ) for all u ∈ Σ∗.
Any tree domain L ∈ TD(Σ) can be viewed as an acceptance tree with Acc(u) = out(u)
that is its set of acceptance sets is a singleton. Now L is a model of an acceptance tree T if:
L |= T iff L ≤ T iff ∀u ∈ L, out(u) ∈ Acc(T )(u)
An acceptance tree is said to be reduced if for all u ∈ L one has Acc(u) 6= ∅ and u ·a ∈ L
if and only if u ∈ L and there exists at least one set X ∈ Acc(u) such that a ∈ X . Thus, the
reduction operation for acceptance trees that preserves its set of models consists in iterating
the following operations:
1. we remove all states q such that Acc(q) = ∅ and consequently all transitions q ′
a
→ q
leading to that state;
2. we remove from the set of acceptance sets of a state q all sets containing a letter a for
which there is no a-labeled transition stemming from q (i.e. a 6∈ out(q));
3. for every state q and letter a ∈ out(q) \
(⋃
X∈Acc(q) X
)
we remove the a-labeled
transition stemming from q;
4. we remove all states which are no longer accessible from the initial state.
An acceptance tree is said to be regular if L is regular and if for all sets X ⊆ Σ, the
languages LX = {u ∈ L | Acc(u) = X } are regular.
4.2 Quotient of acceptance trees and acceptance automata
First we define the synchronous product of acceptance trees:
Definition 11
The synchronous product of the acceptance trees T1 and T2 is the acceptance tree T1 ⊗ T2
over L(T1) ∩ L(T2) with for all u ∈ L(T1) ∩ L(T2):
Acc(T1 ⊗ T2)(u) = {X1 ∩X2 | X1 ∈ Acc(T1)(u), X2 ∈ Acc(T2)(u)}
This operation is the adjoint of the following quotient operation:
Definition 12
The quotient of the reduced acceptance trees T and T1 is the acceptance tree T/T1 over
↓ (L(T ) ∪ ¬L(T1)) with, for all u ∈ L(T/T1) ∩ L(T1):
Acc(T/T1)(u) = {Y ∈ ℘(Σ) | ∀X ∈ Acc(T1)(u), X ∩ Y ∈ Acc(T )(u)}
and for all u ∈ (L(T/T1) \ L(T1)), Acc(T/T1)(u) = ℘(Σ).
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The proof of prop.6 for acceptance trees is similar to the one for modal trees. Thus we
only give the proof of the following key proposition:
Proposition 8
If T , T1 and T2 are reduced acceptance trees then T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T if and only if T2 ≤ T/T1.
Proof First, we prove that T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T implies T2 ≤ T/T1. According to the definition
of the order relation, we have to prove languages and set of acceptance sets inclusion for
T2 and T/T1. Language inclusion is deduced from the previous remark about prefix-closed
languages. Now, we let u ∈ L(T2) and X2 ∈ Acc(T2)(u), we prove that the set X2 ∈
Acc(T/T1)(u):
• if u ∈ L(T/T1)∩L(T1) then u ∈ L(T1)∩L(T2) and, for all X1 ∈ Acc(T1)(u), X1∩X2 ∈
Acc(T1 ⊗ T2)(u) and, as T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T , X1 ∩X2 ∈ Acc(T )(u). Thus, by the definition
of the quotient, X2 ∈ Acc(T/T1)(u);
• if u ∈ L(T/T1) \ L(T1) then Acc(T/T1)(u) = ℘(Σ) and X2 ∈ Acc(T/T1)(u).
Secondly we prove that T2 ≤ T/T1 ⇒ T1 ⊗ T2 ≤ T .
We let u ∈ L(T1)∩L(T2) and X ′ ∈ Acc(T1⊗T2)(u), we have to prove that X ′ ∈ Acc(T )(u).
As X ′ ∈ Acc(T1 ⊗ T2)(u) and u ∈ L(T1) ∩ L(T2), there exist a set X ′1 ∈ Acc(T1)(u) and
X ′2 ∈ Acc(T2)(u) such that X
′ = X ′1 ∩X
′
2. For all u ∈ L(T2), Acc(T2)(u) ⊆ Acc(T/T1)(u)
hence X ′2 ∈ Acc(T/T1)(u). As u ∈ L(T/T1) ∩ L(T1), for all X1 ∈ Acc(T1)(u), X
′
2 ∩ X1 ∈
Acc(T )(u). In particular, for X1 = X
′
1, we have X
′ = X ′2 ∩X
′
1 ∈ Acc(T )(u). ♦
The definition of the quotient of acceptance automata is derived from the definition 12
as regular acceptance trees are stable by quotient (the proof is omitted):
Definition 13
The quotient of the reduced acceptance automata S = (Q, q0, ∆,
Acc) and S1 = (Q1, q01 , ∆1, Acc1) over the alphabet Σ is the acceptance automata S/S1 =
((Q×Q1) ∪ {>}, (q0, q01), ∆/, Acc/) with:
• ∆/(>, a) = > for all a ∈ Σ, and Acc/(>) = ℘(Σ)
• ∀(q, q1) ∈ Q×Q1,
Acc/((q, q1)) = {Y ∈ ℘(Σ) s.t. ∀X ∈ Acc1(q1), X ∩ Y ∈ Acc(q)}
• ∀a ∈ Acc/((q, q1)),
∆/((q, q1), a) = (q
′, q′1) if ∆(q, a) = q
′ and ∆1(q1, a) = q
′
1,
else ∆/((q, q1), a) = >.
As previously briefly noticed, acceptance automata (AA) strictly subsumes modal au-
tomata (MA). Indeed, consider the two following transformations:
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Definition 14
Let S = (Q, q0, ∆, must, may) ∈ MA and S ′ = (Q′, q0
′
, ∆′,
Acc′) ∈ AA:
• j : MA → AA
j(S) = (Q, q0, ∆, Acc) with Acc(q) = {X ∈ ℘(Σ) | must(q) ⊆ X ⊆ may(q)}
• Π : AA → MA
Π(S ′) = (Q′, q0
′
, ∆′, must′, may′) with
{
may′(q′) =
⋃
X∈Acc′(q′) X
must′(q′) =
⋂
X∈Acc′(q′) X
We have: Π ◦ j = Id for reduced automata but j ◦Π 6= Id. Quotient operations for modal
automata and acceptance automata can be related:
Proposition 9
The quotient operation for modal automata is a particularization of the quotient operation
for acceptance automata.
Proof Given S and S1 two modal automata, we let S ′ be the acceptance automaton ob-
tained by quotienting j(S) and j(S1) using definition 13. Then the modal automata Π(S ′)
is identical to the one obtained by quotienting S and S1 using definition 7. ♦
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we reduced the problem of behavioral reuse of a component to the computation
of a residual specification. We introduced modal automata and acceptance automata as
formalisms to specify component behavior. They allow to address restricted forms of liveness.
In [PdAHSV02], reuse of a component is formalized and characterized using a game-
theoretic framework: an adaptor is synthesized from a winning strategy of a two-player game
between the reused component and the global specification, on one side, and the adaptor, on
the other side. When the specification includes a liveness condition, an ω-regular winning
condition is taken. However expressivity is limited for specifying component behavior as
components are standard finite automata.
Our research now concentrates on enriching our specification formalisms by the addition
of properties on states. We will also investigate the existence of the residual operation
for a variant of the product operation that correspond to some kind of parallel product
rather than the usual sequential composition (because reactive components interact more as
coroutines than sequentially composed elements). Moreover modal and acceptance automata
are sets equipped with a lattice structure and a monoid structure with a residual operation,
adjoint of a commutative product operation i.e. are commutative residuated lattices. We
are interested in a more precise characterization of the underlying algebraic structure of the
sets of modal and acceptance automata in order to develop the basis of an algebraic theory
of components adaptation and reuse.
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